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The purpose of this paper is to establish the existence of nonzero fixed points 
for mappings which are either multivalued and condensing on subsets of wedges 
of real Banach spaces (see Section 1) or are k-set-contractive and differentiable 
either at 0 or at 00 along a given cone (see Section 2). As will be seen below, the 
boundary conditions under which the existence of such fixed points is established 
are so general that they include most if not all of existence results of this type 
obtained bv other authors for special classes of maps and under more restrictive 
boundary conditions. 
To be more specific, let X be a real Banach space, KC X a wedge, D' and D2 
bounded neighborhoods of 0 E X with D1 C D2, D,' = Di n K for i = 1,2, and 
T: &? ---t 2K an upper semicontinuous, multivalued, condensing mapping. 
Using an improved version of Theorem 1 in [7] and the index theory for multi- 
valued condensing mappings developed by Fitzpatrick and Petryshyn in [q, 
it is shown in Theorem 1 that if there exist a condensing map C: DK1 --) 2K and 
a compact map F: DK2 + IK such that ~L.V $ C(x) for p > 1 with .y E B,D' and 
11 u! ~1 > iy > 0 for ZL’ E&‘(X) with .w E iiKDz, then under certain additional condi- 
tions on T, K, C and F there exists x,, E D,"\,D,' such that x0 E T(r,). Here 
;,Di denotes the boundarv of DK related to K. It is shown in Section 1 that 
Theorem 1 extends, on the-one hand, the corresponding results of Krasnoselskii 
[ Ill, Turner [ 181, Gustafson-Schmitt [lo] and Gatica-Smith [9] for single- 
valued compact maps defined on cones SC X and, on the other, the results 
of Edmunds-Potter-Stuart [Sj, Nussbaum [ 141 and Potter [ 161 for singlevalued 
condensing and k-set-contractive maps as well as the results for multivalued 
condensing maps of Fitzpatrick-Petryshyn [6] and Milojevii: [ 121. 
In Section 2 we use Theorem 1 to establish the existence of nonzero fixed 
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points for k-set-contractive maps T: K + K with k < 1, where T is assumed 
to have either the Frechet derivative T,, at 0 along K or the asymptotic derivative 
T, at co along K or both. 
Indeed, Corollaries 2 and 3 to Theorem 1 provide proper extensions of the 
corresponding recent results of Amann [I] and of Gatica-Smith [9] as well as 
of the earlier results of Krasnoselskii [ll], Edmunds-Potter-Stuart [5] and 
Amann [2]. For the detailed description of our extensions see Section 2. 
1 
Let X be a real Banach space. If Q C X is any bounded set we define the 
set-measure of noncompactness of Q, y(Q), to be inf{d > 0 ) Q can be covered by a 
finite number of sets, each of which has diameter less than d}. Clearly, r(Q) = 0 
if and only if Q is compact. It was shown by Darbo [4] that if Qr and Qz are 
bounded, then y(Q1 u Qz) = maxMQJ, AQ&, r(Q1 + QJ G r(QJ + Y(Q~ 
r(QJ G Y(QJ if Q1 CQ, SQ) = I h I Y(Q) for A E R and AZ(Q)) = r(Q), 
where E(Q) is the closure of the convex hull of Q. In analogy with [S, 171 
(resp. [4]) we say that an upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) mapping T: D C X+ 2x 
such that T(x) is closed and convex is called condensing (resp. k-set-contractiwe) 
provided that y(T(Q)) < (Q) f or each Q C D with r(Q) # 0 (resp. y(T(Q)) < 
ky(Q) for each Q C D and some k > 0). If K, D C X we denote the boundary 
and the closure of D, = D n K relative to k’ by aKD and DK respectively. 
If K C X is closed and convex, D C X is open and T: i?K + 2” is condensing 
and such that .Y 6 T(x) if x E a,D, then it has been shown by Fitzpatrick and 
Petryshyn [6] that there exists an integer iK( I’, DR), the jxed point index of T on 
D, , which has the following properties: 
(PI) If &(T, DK) + 0, then T has a fixed point in D, . 
(P2) If 3c,, E D, , then i,Ji,, , Dg) = 1, where 1, denotes the mapping 
whose constant value is x0 . 
(P3) If D = D, u D. ?, where D, and D, are disjoint open subsets such 
that s $ T(s) if x E a,D, u F,D, , then iK( T, DK) = iK(T, D,,) + &(T, D,,). 
(P4) If H: [0, 1] i( &---f 2K is U.S.C. and such that y(H([O, l] ;< Q)) < 
y(Q) for Q C DK with y(Q) # 0 and if x $ H(t, .r) for t E [0, I] and x E i,D, then 
i,(H(l, .), DK) == &(H(O, .), D,). 
These properties were established in [a in the more general setting when X is 
a Frechet space. The index defined above is an extension of the indices developed 
by Sadovskii [ 171 and Nussbaum [ 131 in the above situation where the mappings 
involved are single-valued. The properties (PI)-(P4) and an improved version of 
Theorem 1 from [7] will play an essential role in the proof of our main result, 
Theorem 1 below, which establishes the existence of nonzero fixed points for 
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multivalued condensing mappings acting on subsets of wedges of X and satisfying 
very general boundary conditions. 
We recall that K C X is called a wedge provided that K is closed and such that 
(YX + /3~ E K whenever a, /3 E [0, co) and -T, y E K. A wedge is called a cone if 
K r\ (-K) = (0). A cone is called total if X = K - K and generating or 
reproducing if X = K - K. If K is a cone, we write .1c < 3’ iff 3’ - .T E K. The 
norm /I . j/ of X is said to be monotone with respect to K if for s, y E K with 
.T < y we have il 2c 1; < ,I y 1:. An U.S.C. mapping T: D C X - 2x such that T(x) 
is closed and convex is called compact provided that T(Q) is relatively- compact 
for each bounded Q C D. It is obvious that a compact map is condensing. For 
other examples of condensing maps see [3, 6, 8, 13, 171. 
To prove our main result we need the following proposition which is a slight 
extension of Theorem 1 in [7]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that the wedge K* C X is not a finite dimensional 
subspace of X and D C X is a bounded neighborhood of 0 E X. Let T: DK - 2x be 
condensing and F: DK ---, 2K compact. Suppose there is 01 > 0 such that /I y // > JL 
for y E F(x) with s E Z,D and iK( T, DK) f 0. Then there is a A > 0 and x E ?,D 
such that s E T(x) + hF(x). 
Proposition 1 has been proved in [7, Theorem l] under the assumptions that .-. 
T: D, --f ZK is k-set-contractive with K E [0, 1) and that K is either a cone or 
K n B(0, 1) is noncompact. E. N. Dancer called the writer’s attention to the 
fact that Theorem I in [7] remains valid without any change in its proof if the 
condition on K in the last sentence of that theorem is replaced by the slightly 
weaker assumption (used in Proposition 1) that the wedge K is not a finite 
dimensional subspace of X. Moreover, a closer examination of the proof of 
Theorem 1 in [7] reveals that the same arguments apply when T is assumed 
to be only condensing (as in Proposition 1) and consequently we omit its proof. 
THEOREM I. Let K be a wedge in X such that K is not a finite dimensional 
subspace of X, D’ and Dz bounded neighborhoods of 0 with D1 C D2 and T: DKz - 2K 
condensing. Suppose also that the following conditions hold: 
(i) There is a condensing map C: DK1 + ZK szcch that t.~x $ C(x) if x E o,D’ 
andp > 1 (o~Ijy1~ <I/ .rIlforys C(x)withx~ Z,Dl)andx$hT(x) + (1 -/\)C(x) 
;f s E iiKD1 and h E [0, 1). 
(ii) There is a compact map F: DK2 -+ 2K and a > 0 such that I/ y I/ > 01 
for y E F(x) with x E EKD2 and .Y $ T(x) + pF(x) zf x E JKD2 and p > 0. 
(Al) Then there exists xo E DK”\DK1 such that so E T(x,). 
(A2) The same assertion is true if we assume that condition (i) holds on 
DKs while (ii) holds on DK1. 
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Pyoof. (Al). Let us define H: [0, 1] x DK1 -+ 2K by H(t, x) = tC(x) for 
t E [0, I] and x E DK1. Since, for each Q C D K1, HWO, 11 X Q) cG(c@) u (0)) 
and C is condensing we have y(H([O, I] x Q)) < y(C(Q)) < y(Q) if r(Q) F 0. 
Further, condition (i) implies that x $ H(t, x) for t E [0, l] and x E %,D’. Indeed, 
if not, then there would exist t, E [0, I] and x0 E ii,D1 such that .~a E H(t, , x,,), 
i.e., x,, = t03’ for some y E C(X,). Since 0 E D1 and x,, E iflcD1 it follows that 
f,, # 0. The last assumption in (i) implies that to # 1. Hence Jj x,, I! = t, 1; J 1) 
with ~a E iiKD1 and t, E (0, 1) which is impossible. This shows that x 6 H(t, x) 
for t E [0, l] and x E ii,Dl. Thus, by Properties (4) and (2) i,(C, D,‘) = 
iK(& DK1) = 1. 
Consider now the map G: [0, I] x DK1 4 2” given by G(t, X) == tT(x) + 
(1 - t)C(x). Since, for each Q C D,‘, G([O, 1] x Q) C Z(T(Q) u C(Q)), it 
follows that y(G([O, 1] x Q)) < max{y(T(Q)), y(C(Q))} < y(Q), ify(Q) f 0. Now 
we may assume without loss of generality that x $ G(1, X) if .Y E il,D’. This and 
the second condition in (i) imply that x 6 G(t, X) for t E [0, I] and s E Z,fY. 
Hence, by Property (4), iK( T, DK1) = iK(C, DK1) and therefore iK( T, D,‘) = I. 
On the other hand, in view of condition (ii) and the nonrestrictive assumption 
that x $ T(s) for x E aKD2, Proposition 1 with D, = D,* implies that 
iK( T, DKz) = 0. Indeed, if iK( T, DK2) were not equal to 0, then the compact map 
F: DK2 ---L 2K, K and T satisfy all the conditions of Proposition 1 and conse- 
quently there would exist p0 > 0 and x0 E ii,D? such that s, E T(x,) + ~,,F(x& 
in contradiction to the last assumption in (ii). 
Now, let G = D2\D1 and observe that ?,G = F,D’ u ii@ and T has no 
fixed points on F,G. Thus, by Property (3) iK( T, D,‘) = iK( T, D,l) f iK( T, GK). 
It follows from this equality that iK(T, GK) = - 1. Hence, by Property (I), 
there exists s0 E GK = D,‘\,D,’ such that s0 E T(xJ. 
(A2) To prove the second part of Theorem 1 note that if condition (i) 
holds on D,‘, then by the same arguments as above we see that i,-(T, Dgz) q = 1. 
Similarly, if (ii) holds on D,,J, then in view of Proposition 1 with D, = D,’ 
we see that iK(T, D,l) = 0. The Property (3) implies then in this case that 
iK(T, GK) = 1 and so again, as in the preceding case, there exists x0 E GK 
such that s,, E T(.q,). Q.E.D. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is the following practically useful 
corollary, which unifies and extends the corresponding results obtained indepen- 
dently (and by different arguments) by Turner [18, Theorems 3.12 and 3.151 
for T, C, F single-valued and compact and by Fitzpatrick and Petryshyn 
[6, Corollary 3.31 for T multivalued and condensing, C -= 0 and F(x) = w E K;,,(O). 
COROLLARY 1. Let KC X be as in Theorem I, rI , rz E (0, W) with r = 
mas{r, , r,] and T: B,(O, Y) --, 2” condensing. Suppose that: 
(i) There is a condensing map C: B,(O, rl) + 2’1 such that p.r $ C(s) if 
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x E &B(O, II) and p > 1 (OY jl y II < rr if y E C(x) and .z E &B(O, rr)) and 
x 4 AT(x) + (1 - X)C(x) if x E &B(O, Yl) and x E [O, 1). 
(ii) There is a compact map F: B K ,r2 +2Kandor>OszlchthutIIyIj>a (0 ) 
for y E F(x) with x E &B(O, YJ and x $ T(x) + pF(x) if x E a$(O, YJ and /J > 0. 
Then T has a jxed point x0 E K with min{y, , yp} < /I x,, 11 < max{y, , y2). 
Let us add in passing that Theorem 1 and its corollary remain valid if instead 
of set-measure of noncompactness y(Q) we use the bull-measure of noncompactness 
x(Q) defined as follows: x(Q) = inf{r > 0 j Q can be covered by a finite number 
of balls with radii < Y}. This is the case because Proposition 1 and the index 
theory developed in [6J are also valid for condensing maps defined by x. 
Remark 1. Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 are new results even when T and C 
are singlevalued or when T and C are compact. The cases when K = X or K is a 
cone are most useful in applications. 
Remark 2. It was mentioned in the Introduction that Theorem 1 extends 
and unifies a number of theorems concerning the existence of nonzero fixed 
points obtained earlier by other authors, very often using different arguments. 
We shall indicate now some of these special cases. 
(a) Suppose first that T and C are compact. Then Corollary 1 includes 
[18, Theorems 3.12 and 3.151 where it was additionally assumed that K is a 
reproducing cone and all mappings are singlevalued. If in Corollary 1 we let T 
be single-valued, K a cone and assume that (i) holds with C = 0 and (ii) holds 
for F = T, then we deduce [9, Theorems 1.2 and I.31 (attributed in [9] to 
Gustafson and Schmitt) which are extensions of [18, Corollaries 10 and Ill. 
Furthermore, Corollary 1 also extends [9, Theorems 1.4 and I.51 where it is 
assumed that T: K---f K is single-valued and that either (i) holds on B,(O, rl) 
with C = 0 and (ii) holds on B,(O, YJ with rl > r2 or that (i) holds on B,(O, y2) 
and (ii) holds on B,(O, rl) with y2 > rl . In particular, if we choose k, E K\(O) 
and define F(x) = k, for JC E B,(O, YJ for the case when y2 > rl and set C = 0 
on B,(O, yz), then we obtain [lo, Theorem 2.61. We add that [lo, Theorem 2.51 
is also a special case of Corollary I if we take k, h E K with 11 k jJ < rl and 
I/ h jj > y2 > rl and set C(x) = k for .t’ E B&O, rl) and F(x) = h for .r E B,(O, r2) 
and observe that the monotonity of the norm with respect to the cone K assumed 
in [lo] implies that condition (2.2) of Th eorem 2.5 is valid for all X > 0. Finally, 
it is easy to see that [l I, Theorems 4.12 and 4.141 also follow as special cases of 
Corollary 1. This fact was already noted in [6, 13, 181. 
(b) M’e now suppose that T and C are condensing. In this case Corollary 1 
includes [6, Corollary 3.31 if we choose C(x) EE 0 for x E B,(O, rl) in (i) and 
F(x) FE w E K\(O) for x E B,(O, Y,J in (ii). In case T is single-valued the preceding 
result (as was noted in [q) yields [14, Lemma 3.31. It should be noted that an 
earlier result of [5, Theorem 51 for single-valued k-set-contractions with k < 1 
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is also included in Corollary 1 (see [6j). It should be added, however, that the 
authors of [5] had to assume that T maps all of X into K and their boundary 
conditions are more stringent than those of [14]. The same can be said about the 
result of [16]. Finally, Theorem 1 extends a recent result of [12, Theorem 3.6-j 
where it is assumed that C = 0 on DK1, F(x) = w for x E DK* and some ws E K\ 
{0}, and the index theory of [6] is used. 
Remark 3. It should be added that the proof of Theorem 1 shows that 
&(T, GK) is either 1 or -1 (where G, is a conical shell if D1 = B(0, ri) and 
D’L = B(0, r2)). Th is additional information can be very useful in applications 
since in some cases it may help us to determine whether T has a second fixed 
point in G, under the assumption that T has no fixed point on P,D’ and on 
2,D’. 
2 
In order to deduce from Theorem 1 the existence of nonzero fixed points for 
k-set-contractive mappings which are differentiable either at 0 or at co along a 
given cone we first recall some definitions and necessary known results. 
Let K be a total cone. A map T: K -+ X is said to be differentiable at 0 along K 
if there is T,, E L(X, X) such that for each h in K 
I = T(O) + T,,h + ~(0, h) with ~(0, k) = o(Il k II) as !I k 11 + 0. (2.1) 
The map T is said to be asymptotically linear along K if there is T, E L(X, X) 
such that for each h in K 
T(h) = T,h + w(h) with w(h) = o(ll h !I) as 1; h (( + 00. (2.2) 
It is not hard to show that since T is a total cone the maps T,, and T, , the 
derivatives at 0 and at 30 along K respectively, are uniquely determined. It was 
noted in ]2] that the assumption that K is total, which guarantees the uniqueness 
of the derivative along K, contains no loss of generality since, in a more general 
setting, we may always restrict our consideration to the closed subspace K - K 
of X. It was shown by Amann [2] that if T: K -+ X is k-set-contractive and (2.2) 
holds, then TmlK is also k-set-contractive. As was noted in [2], the argument of 
Nussbaum implies the same for ToiK if (2.1) holds. 
In what follows we say that .4 E L(X, X) is of type L,+(X) if A has an eigen- 
vector h, E K\,(O) belonging to some sigenvalue h, > 1 and A has no eigenvectors 
in K\(O) with eigenvalues equal to 1 (see [2]). 
Before we apply Theorem 1 to obtain the existence of nonzero fixed points 
for k-set-contractive maps satisfying either (2.1) or (2.2) we will need the follow- 
ing simple fact (see [I I]). If u, zl E K, u i 0 and if {X,> C (0, co) is a sequence 
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such that X ,, --) CO, then there exists n,, E N such that zi - hnOu # K. Indeed, if 
we suppose that z’ - h,u E K for all n, then (1 /A,& - u E K for all n and this 
implies that -u E K, which is impossible. 
COROLLARY 2. Let K be a total cone in X and let T: K + K be k-set-contrac- 
tive with k E [0, 1) such that 
(j) There is an Y > 0 and a k,-set-contraction C: B,(O, r) - K with k, < 1 
such that Cx + ps if s E ii,B(O, Y) and p > 1 (OY I/ CX // -<, r for x E F&O, I)) 
and x f- AT(x) + (1 - A)C(x) if x E %,B(O, Y) and X E [0, 1). 
Suppose further that either (jj,) OY (jj,) holds, where 
(jj,) T(0) = 0, T has the derizjatize T,, at 0 along K, and T,, is of t>pe L,-(X). 
(jj,) T has the derivative T, at m along K and T, is of type L,+(X). 
Then, in either case, T has a fixed point in K!(O). 
Proof. First note that (j) implies condition (i) of Corollary 1 with D’ = 
B(0, Y). Thus, to deduce Corollary 2 from Corollary 1, it suffices to show that 
condition (ii) of Corollary 1 is implied by either (jj,) or (jj,). 
Since the arguments are essentially identical in both cases, we prove these 
implications simultaneously for T satisfying either (jj,) or (jj,). To clarify the 
notation, in what follows it is always assumed that either 01 = 0 or iy = co, i.e., 
a: = 0 corresponds to condition (jj,) m 1 e a = m corresponds to condition (jj,). rh’l
First note that (jj,) and (jj,) can be put in the form 
(jj,) T(h) = T,(h) + Qdh) with Q,(h) = o(ll h II) as II h II - a (h E 0 
where T, E L(X, X) is such that TalK is k-set-contractive and thus (1 - T,)iK 
is proper (see [I 31) and OL is either 0 or a. 
We assert that we can choose an rE > 0 with r,, < r and I, > r and define the 
compact map F,: B,(O, Y,) -* K by F,(x) = k, for x E B,(O, YJ such that 
obviously 11 F,x 11 = 11 k, il > 0 for .X E &B(O, I,) and x # T(x) f pF(x) if 
x E %,B(O, Y,) and p > 0, where k, E K\(O) is an eigenvector of T, corresponding 
to some eigenvalue A, > 1 of T, and 01 is either 0 or co. The latter exists since 
T, is of type L,+(X). 
If our assertion were not ture, then there would exist sequences {Y,*) and 
{pne} in (0, co) and {yn”} C K such that r, “+tiasn--tcowithol =Oory = ‘>?, 
~~1 > 0 and /! jlnR !I = rnR for each n E N, and ;vv,~ = T( 3~~“) + p,“k, . It follows 
from the last equality and (jj,) that 
?! N 3 = TA mvn’) + O,( yn&L) + 0, for each n E N. 
Dividing (2.3) by !! ynU !/ = Y,,~ and setting zn’ = yn”/il ?lna i/ we get 
(2.3) 
(I - T,)(z,l) = +$‘+ + $ k, for each N E :V. (2.4) 
n 
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Since /I znu jl = 1 and I/ QJ yn”)ll/ll yna 11 + 0 as 11 ynS I/ + 01, it follows from (2.4) 
that {pna/r,a} is bounded. Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that 
pna/rna -+ 7” > 0 as tl -j CO. Consequently, it follows from this and (2.4) that 
(I - TJzn”) --f ~“k, as n ---f 00. Since (I - TJIK is proper we may assume that 
z,& - 9 in K, I/ P/I = I, and 
(I - T,) .zR = @, with q” > 0 for a =0 or CY = a. (2.5) 
It follows from (2.5) that z* - @, = T,(P) E K since it is known (see [I I]) 
that T,(K) C K. 
Now since k, E K\(O) is an eigenvector of T, corresponding to the eigenvalue 
A, > 1, it follows from (2.5) or, equivalently, from the equality z” - @, = 
T&a*) that T,(z&) - y”T,(k,) = T,(T,z”) = u, E K, i.e., zfi - ~“(1 + A,) k, =: 
uu E K. It follows from this and the induction argument that 
for each II E ;V. (2.6) 
with OL either 0 or W. Since 7” > 0 and A, > 1 the relation (2.6) is impossible by 
the remark preceding Corollary 2. Thus if (jj,) holds, then (ii) of Corollary 1 is 
satisfied with D” = B(0, YJ andF,,(x) = k,, for x E B,(O, Y,,). On the other hand, 
if (jj,) holds, then (ii) is satisfied with O2 = B(0, Y,) and Iif =G k, for 
B,(O, 1,). Hence Corollary 2 follows from Corollary 1. Q.E.D. 
To state our next result we first define A E L(X, X) to be of type L,-(X) if A 
has no eigenfunctions in K\,{O} belonging to eigenvalues A > 1 (see [2]). 
COROLLARY 3. Let KY be a total cone in X and let T: K - A’ be k-set-contrac- 
tive with k E [0, I) such that 
(11) There exists Y > 0, a compact map F: B,(O, Y) - K and cu > 0 such 
that 11 Fx jl 2: a! JOY x E ZKB(O, Y) and x f TX + pF..r if x E &B(O, r) and p > 0. 
Then T has ajxedpoint in K\{O)p rovided that one of the following two conditions 
holds : 
(1,) T(0) = 0, T has the derivative T,, at 0 along K and To is of type L,--(X). 
(I=) T has the deriztative R, at CC along K and T, is of type L,-(X). 
Proof. To deduce Corollary 3 from Corollary 1, it suffices to show that (i) of 
Corollary 1 is implied by either (I,,) or (1,J since (II) implies (ii) with D? = 
B(O, y>. 
In fact, we will show that there exists Y, > 0 with y. < Y and I, > Y such 
that (i) holds on any B(0, u) 2 B(0, Y,J with C = T,, if (1,) holds, while (i) 
holds on B(0, u) 2 B(0, Y,) with C = T, if (lm) holds. 
Indeed, since T, IK is k-set-contractive with k < 1, (I - TJK is closed on 
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closed bounded sets for 01 = 0 or 01 = co. Hence (I - T,)(B,B(O, 1)) is closed 
and thus, since 0 $ (I - Z’,)(B,B(O, l)), there exists m, > 0 such that 
/I x - T,x /) > m, 11 x // for all x in K. Choose rol > 0 with r. < Y and Y, > Y 
such that 11 TX - T,,(x)11 < (m,/2) // x/I f or x E B,(O, rs) if (1,) holds and 
II TX - T,(x)11 < (m,/2) II x II for II x I/ >, r, if (lm) holds. Consequently for each 
h E [0, l] and any fixed u E (0, r,,) if (1,) holds or (J > ya if (lm) holds, we see 
that the map XT + (I - h) T, has)no fixed pointslon aKB(O, u). Indeed, in 
either case, for each x E a,B(O, 0) and A E [0, l] we have the inequalit! 
11 .Y - XTx - (1 - A) T,x I/ 3 1; s - T,x 11 - I/ Tx - T,x I/ > 3 0 > 0. 
In view of this and our hypothesis that T, has no eigenvectors in K\(O) corre- 
sponding to eigenvectors greater than 1, we see that (i) of Corollary 1 follows 
from either (I,,) with C = T, and D1 = B(0, u) g B(0, r,,) or from (fm) with 
C = T, and D1 = B(0, 0) 3 B(0, T,). Q.E.D. 
Remark 4. If in Corollaries 2 and 3 we are concerned only with the condi- 
tions (jj,) and (I,,) respectively, then it suffices to assume in this case that T is 
defined only on Bx(O, Y). 
Corollaries 2 and 3 extend a number of results obtained earlier by other 
authors. We shall mention here some of them. 
(1) Thus, if in condition (i) of Corollary 2 we set C(x) = 0 and in conditon 
(Zl) of Corollary 3 we set F(r) = w for some w in K\(O), we deduce Amann’s 
recent Theorem 13.2 in [1] involving conditions (jj,) and (I,) (and its counterpart 
indicated in [I] involving conditions (jj,) and (la)) stated explicitly in [1] for 
T compact. We add that our Corollary 2 also extends [9, Theorem 1.6-j where T 
is compact and satisfies (j,) and (jj,). 
(2) Another consequence of Corollaries 2 and 3 is the following result 
stated here for the case when T(0) = 0, which was first proved in [2, Theorem 21. 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose T: K -+ K is k-set-contractive with k E [0, 1) and 
asymptotically linear along K. Suppose also that T(0) = 0 and T is diflerentiable 
at 0 along K. Then T has a fixed point in K\(O) provided one of the following 
conditions holds: 
(4 To E k(X) and 
@I To E-%+(X) and 
Tcm Eh+(X) 
T, E L,-(X). 
Proof. (a) Let T, ELM-(X). Then, as was shown in the proof of Corollary 3, 
there exists y. > 0 such that T,, : B,(O, r,,) --t K is k-set-contractive and 
x # XTx + (1 - h) T,,x if x E %,B(O, r,,) and h E [0, I]. Since, by our hypothesis, 
T,,x # px for p > 1 and x E K\(O), it follows that (j) of Corollary 2 holds with 
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C = T,, and K, = K. But T, E&+(X), i.e., (jj,) of Corollary 2 holds. Hence, 
when (a) holds, Corollary 4 follows from Corollary 2. 
(b) Now, let T,, E&+(X). Then, as was shown in the proof of Corollary 2, 
there exist Y,, > 0 and w E K\(O) such that F: B,(O, rO) + K defined by F(x) = w 
for x: E B,(O, rO) satisfies (U) of Corollary 3. Since T, E&-(X), by hypothesis, 
(b) of Corollary 3 holds and thus, when (b) holds, Corollary 4 follows from 
Corollary 3. Q.E.D. 
Finally, the results in [I 1, Theorems 4.11 and 4.161 and in [5, Theorem 61 
also follow from our Corollary I since they are included in Corollary 4 as was 
noted in [2]. 
Finally let us remark that the results of Section 2 remain valid if instead of the 
set-measure y we use the ball-measure of noncompactness x to define k-ball- 
contractive mappings appearing in Corollaries 2, 3 and 4. If T: K - X is 
K-ball-contractive and asymptotically linear along K, then the proof that 
T, IK is also k-ball-contractive is, with obvious modifications, the same as the 
proof of Proposition 1 in [15] or Lemma 1 in [2]. 
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